
Chingford RFC Memorial side 19 ICRFU 21 
 
On Saturday 7 Jun 14 the INT CORPS Rugby Team embarked on a coach to 
Chingford rugby club to take part in a memorial fixture with the local club of Cpl Alex 
Concadoro, INT CORPS.  Alex served 3 tours of Afghanistan with the INT CORPS.  
After his last deployment in 2011 he returned and was assigned from 1 MI Bn to 4 MI 
Bn but was tragically was killed in a motorbike accident on the M25 whilst on leave.   
 
 

Alex was a huge fan of Rugby, had played in the Sharron Elliott Trophy in 2011 and 
was a regular at Chingford RFC.  The family and Club have hosted an annual 
memorial match to celebrate his memory and this year the INT CORPS were invited 
to participate.   
 

The game was always going to be a cagey affair with both sides unknown to each 
other.  Although the match was definitely contested in the name of Alex’s memory 
and the H4H charity the term ‘friendly’ does not equate to most rugby players when 
they get on the pitch 
 
Chingford had a strong pack and were keen to take advantage of this from the outset 
strong and direct running by their forwards built a 12 v 0 lead in the first 20 minutes 
as ICRFU struggled to settle.  The tight game did not suit ICRFU playing style and 
some momentum was needed to break the Chingford grip on the match.  The first 
break came just before half time through Cpl Ashworth splitting apart the defensive 
line and subsequently converting his own Try.  
 
After half time, ICRFU took the lead with another try from the left wing by Pte Cork 
(Pte Cork  the younger brother of ICRFU player Cpl Richie Cork had just arrived in 
phase 3 training).  Cpl Ashworth converted again to make the score 12 v 14.  A 
yellow card for a high tackle meant that ICRFU immediately lost the advantage and 
were down to 14 men; unfazed Chingford reposted immediately with another 
converted try under the sticks, putting them 19 v 14 up with 10 minutes to play!   
 
The battle became serious and several minutes of pressure on the Chingford line 
finally resulted in a well earned team effort try by ICRFU.  It might have been fitting to 
end the match at this point as a draw but the clinical finish of Cpl Ashworth’s 
conversion put ICRFU a nose in the lead 19 v 21.  Quote of the day must go to the 
referee at this point when asked, ‘How long left’ he replied ‘between 3 and 5 
minutes’’!!!!! Chingford went on the offensive, powering forward with the pack and a 
repeated series of 2nd phase attacks from the backs which was valiantly held off by 
ICRFU.  In the final minutes of the match Chingford went over the line but a try 
saving tackle resulted in the players foot in touch before scoring.  The ICRFU 
defence had held out and the score remained 19 v 21 at the final whistle.. 
 
Following the match the ICRFU chairman, Capt Mike Connaughton, gave a short 
speech before toasting absent friends and presenting Angela Concadoro with a 
framed ICRFU shirt.  The presentation included two photographs of Alex one of 
which was taken in Gereshk, Helmand Province by the ICRFU Head Coach, SSgt 
Williams, on his last deployment.  Those who knew Alex would know that he would 
have been honoured to play on either side on the day and it was a poignant end to 
the day swopping memories of a fallen soldier. 
 

 


